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First we thank for the helpful and constructive comments by the reviewers. We first of all
have a general statement, as this seemed to be an issue for all of the reviewers. This
indicates to us the necessity to sharpen the manuscript so the main points become
clearer.

Since the birdbath scan is part of the operational scanning this scan opens the oppor-
tunity to provide high-resolution information on the precipitation process to the (end-)
user that has not been available before. Furthermore the combination of operational
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high resolution profile measurements (birdbath scan), surface measurements and vi-
sual observations is in our opinion a unique combination to investigate radar products
based on volume scans. To our knowledge there aren’t that many studies published
where this operational set-up is available. So in the first part we demonstrate what
can be seen in birdbath scan, focusing on an observation above the melting layer that
is not often revealed, but which has a direct link to surface rain rate, especially if the
orography plays a crucial role.

Response to reviewer 2:

A radar - radar comparison is possible but has its limitations as further assumptions
need to made: a meaningful comparison must make sure that the same sensing vol-
umes are considered for each radar. In this case this could be approximately achieved
as for example the height of the radar is at about 600 m, and the Hohenpeissenberg
radar is at 1000 m. Furthermore the important link to ground truth measuresurements
and observations is missing. And latter is an important aspect and the focus of this
study.

We will include a more detailed discussion on the synoptics using sounding in order
add explanations about the observations (see response to reviewer 1)

Response to the specific comments. (ok means we will work on the text to make the
paper more concise).

1. (P.8847 L.17) a thorough description of the scan definition is not relevant here as we
use only the lowest elevation. We refer to the reference in the manuscript

2. (P.8848 L.1006) ok, we can detail the orography (include a plot).

3. (P.8848 L.27) ok?

4. (P.8849 L.2) Straka et al. (2000) summarise in their paper the different polarimetric
measurement variables as base for a hydrometeor classification. So, the hydrome-
teor types give more or less unique signatures in the radar data and the inclusion of
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polarimetric measurements results in a higher degree of freedom for the hydrometeor
classification.

5. (P.8850 L.13) The attenuation path correction is applied all along the ray of clutter-
free segments with constant hydrometeor class. Furthermore all hydrometeor types
and not only the liquid ones are considered. More information can be found in the
response to comment 8 of the first reviewer.

6. () Details of the membership functions are beyond the scope of the paper. A com-
plete description of the hydrometeor classification algorithm including the membership
functions will be published later after the completion of verification and testing.

7. (P.8852 L.17) see line 16: no clutter filter applied.

8. (P.8853) will be stated.

Memmingen radar:

the focus of this study is to compare a high resolution column (birdbath + surface
observations) against classication results obtained from an operational radar.

in the revised version we will consider the suggestions with respect to the figures.
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